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ABSTRACT. This research investigated the sociodemographic characteri-stics of primary caregivers and
their emotional experiences at the time of the admission
of an o]der rel ative to a short term rehabil- itation unit

of a hea1th care community. The f indings indicated that
the maj ority of primary caregivers are adult children
and spouses. fn addition, the research indicated that
family members assume the primary responsibility for
their older relatives while they reside in the
community. The results of this research differed
sj-gnificantly from sttrdies of long-term care in regards
to the emoti-ons experieneed at the. time of the
admission. This study f ound that prirnary caregivers
experienced peace and comfort with the admission of
their older relative.
Feelings of anger, guilt and
frustration were found to be Lor^1. This differed
signi f icantly to previous studies which examine,f, the
emotional experiences of primary caregivers during the
long-term care pJ-acernent of an older relative to a
health care community.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The maj ority of Americans today agree that

something must be done about the nation t s long term care

system. More than half of the older population, persons
60 years or oIder, will be admitted to a health care
center at some point in their lifetime (Eng1e and
Graney, A993). At any one time 4 to 5 percent of the
population 65 and older will reside in nursing homes
(Pa1more, L9761 , In 1990, L7 ,354 (7.7 Z) residents in
the Minnesota Twin Cities Metropolitan Area age 65 years
and older l ived in nurs ing homes (Metropol itan CouncilArea Agency on Aging, 1992). The Twin Cities
Metropol itan Area cons ists of the f ol lowingr count j-es :
Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Ssott, and
Washington. In 1983, 1.5 million people resided in
nursing homes in the United States. That number is
expected to doubLe r^rithin the next 2 0 years ( Kramer,
le83).
Most families choose to care for their elderly

i even in the event of chronic
mental and physical- challenges. The admission to a
health care facility is often viewed as the last resort
(D.C. Beach, 1993; S. McFaLl & B.H. Mi11er, tgg?; V.K'
Smith & R. Eggteston, L989). In the Ivletropolitan Area,
family

memhers

at

home

2

) of older adults , 60 years and
l ived with their spouse in 1"9 9 0 . Approximately

the naj ority
oIder,

(

64 . 5t

119,000 (80.62) of older men, and 166,000 (52.9%) of
women

]ived with their spouse. About 7Z (5.22 of

Bt of women) were living
siblings,

or others).

men,

with others (children,
Approximately 28.72 of all older

persons (165r956 womenf 118 t759 men) in 1990 lived
I BBA of older persons in the
Metropolitan Area who lived in households had Iiving
alone.

In

19BB

chil-dren.
child.
visits

Of these , E6Z Iived within 3 0 rninutes of
Seven out of ten (7 OZ ) had at least r,'reekly

a

with their chiLdren and eight of ten (84t) talked

with their children weekly on the phone.
The older population, j-ndi-viduals 6 0 years or
older, numbered 304,358 in l-990 in the Twin Cities
Metropolitan Area.
increase of

43 |

Between l-980 and 1990 there was

a

424 or 16. 6 percent as compared to the

population of individuals under 50 increased 15 percent.
The Metropol- itan Counc j-I Area Agency on Aging stated in
its findings that while the older population increased
in number, the largest increase was for those 85 and
over.

This group had a 3l-. 3 percent increase compared

to a 15 percent increase for those 60-74 and
percent for those age 75-84 (1992).

1-5.6

The Metropolitan
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Council estimates that by the year 2015, individuals

age

60 and over are expected to represent 18 percent of the
total Metropolitan Area population (7992)
The possibility
home after

.

of remaining at home or returning

being hospitalized

from the hospital is often

not an option for many older adults.

The health care

systern is changing, hospitals are discharging patients
more quickly,

pat j-ents have greater health care needs at

the t j-me of discharge which
manage in their

f amil-

ies may not be able to

own homes, and a high percentage of

admissions to health care faciliti-es

are individuals

who

are in need of short term rehabilitation.
In 1985, 58
percent of residents admitted to a health care center
were discharged frorn the hospital and returned to their
homes in the community (Sekscenski, 1gg0) .

Throughout this paper, the terminology health care

facility

and health care center witl

be used

interchangeably with nursing home. The reasoning for
this is that the health care needs of older adults are
addressed by an interdisciplinary

team versus a rigid

diagnostic and treatment approach provided by a medical
team. The latter
med

is termed the medical model.

The

ical model- v j-ews a person as having acute medical

needs which require treatment (Smith & Eggleston, 1989).
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The focus of the medical model is on diagnosing and

treating acute medical needs versus assessing and
addressing the well-being of the whole persontt(Smith &
Eggleston, L989). The use of the terminology, nursing
home, indicates the focus on the medical model. The
medical model may have been appropriate for the services
delivered during an era in which families were able to
meet all- but the medical needs of their elderly
relatives . T j.mes have changed and f amil ies are no
longer able to provide for their relative I s needs.
Therefore, a model which is more comprehensive is
need.ed. This model is the social model . The social
model is based on a broad assessment of an individual.
Addressing the psychosocial, medical, financial and
housing needs of the individual. The health care system
has recognized and integrated the social model with the
medical model at the federal, state and loeal levels
through licensing regulations. The Federal omnibus
Budget Reconcil iation Act of 1917 cal l-ed f or a specif ic
focus and regulations on patient rights (Smith &
Eggleston , 1919 ) . As a result of the Federal Omn j-bus
Budget Reconciliation Act of l-987, the |thealth caretl
needs of residents are assessed and services are
provided by an interdisciplinary team versus the

5

rrnursingtt needs being met only by nurses. This paper

will use the terminology, health care center and health
care facility versus nursing home or institution.
This research will investigate the sociodemographic characteristics of primary caregivers whose
relatives were admitted to a short term rehabilitation
unit, the emotions experienced by the primary caregivers
and what the primary caregivers specific needs are at
the time of their relativers placement. The following
research questions will be explored in this study:
(1)

What are some of the socio-demographic

characteristics of primary caregi.vers whose
relatives were admitteC to a short term
rehabilitation
unit of a health care facility?

) What emotions are identif ied as being experj-enced
by the primary caregivers at the time their
relatives are admitted to a short term
rehabil- itation unit?
(3)
What are the primary caregiver I s specific needs at
the time of admission of their relative to a short
term rehabilitation program of a health care
facility?
(2

6

II.

LITERATURE REVIETT

The trans ition to ol"d age f or most older adults and

their f amil- ies is accompl ished without prof essional
help. Family systems remain intact, younger family
members assume the !' f ilia1 responsibilityr' (Blenkner,
1965), and provide appropriate assistance as needed by
ttre eLder. Medical problems may emerge, but are managed
and not viewed as catastrophic (Kirschner , 1985) .
Rarely is the transition of a placement into a
health care facility viewed as smooth and accepted.
Family members respond in a variety of ways to the
j-ncreased stress and preceding crisis which has
precipitated the need for increased care. The challenge
of the prof essional is to ass ist the older adul-t and
her/his family to resolve the problems generated by the
i]Iness. These areas would j-ncLude: heal-th care needs,
social and emotional issues, and connection with
available community resources (So1oman, 1983) .
An understanding of family dynamics and the process
of aging (Bogo, 1987 ; Kirschner, L9B5; Soloman, 1983 )
can assist the professional to assess and intervene with
the complex and j-ntense reactions often present in the
process of placement discussion, decision, admission and
adjustment. Understanding family dynamics and the aging

7

process can also assist social vrorkers develop services
which could preserve and enhance the family system

during the time of admission (Bogo. 1987) .
This chapter wiLl explore caregiver sociodemographics, discuss family systems theory I examine
conceptual frameworks regarding health care facility
placement, and explore the emotional tasks of family
members whose relatives are admitted to a health care
center
A.

WHO ARE THE CAREGIVERS?

Pri-mary caregj-vers are considered to be those

persons who have the greatest direct involvement in the

provision of inf ormal supports to older adults. Ivlost
caregivers are immediate family memhers (Hamlet & Read,
1ee0)

.

A numher of caregiving tasks have been identified:
the del ivery of d j-rect services ,' personal tasks f aced by

family care providers,' and familial and societal tasks
associated with the rcle (C1ark & Rakowski, 1983) .
Whi Ie caregiving general11' ref ers to t' intrahousehold patterns of assistancerr, caregiving is also
provided from outside of the household (Hamlet & Read,
1990). Careqivers who live with the receivers of care

I

are generally spouses, whiLe adult chiLdren are more
likely to be providing care from outside of the care
receiverrs household (Hamlet & Read, 1990). The largest
group of caregivers are spouses, and most of these are
wives. The second largest caregiving group are adult
chil-dren of the older adults, and most often are adult
daughters (Hamlet & Read, l-990) or daughters-in-law.
Sommers (1985) estimates that 853 of caregivers,
regardless of situation of relat j.onship I are women. As
a result of women having a greater life expectancy,
women are much more likely to assume the responsibility
of caregiver for their spouse (Ham1et & Read, 1990).
According to Bograd (19BB) family thenries frequently do
not analyze the family as a social institution.
Women
are placed in the role of caregiver as a natural result
of "highly sophisticated interpersonal- capacit j-es I'
including the sensitivity to the emotional and physical
needs of others, Bogard stated that the care provided
to others by women rrpromotes and presupposes a
rel-atively strong sense of self with highly developed
cognitive, emot j-onaI, and interpersonal capacitiestl
(1988, p. 58).
The cultural difference of families must be taken
into consideration when looking at the eare provided in

I

Ethnic and cultural groups vary in their
heliefs of family and the provision of services to
f amily memhers . The ideal of I' f iL ial pietytr prof essed
in Asian-American families differs from the Anglo-Saxon
American helief of individualism, independence, and
separation among generations (Hartman and Laird, L9I3).
There is also research available which indicates that
African-Americanrs have higher expectations of family
members than do vrhites (Hartman and Laird, 1983 ) .
Family practitioners and researchers must be aware
of the cul-tural bel ief s of aging and f amily invol-rement
as wel l as gender bias which may arise r,shen exam-tning
the care needed b1* the ol"der adult within a family
f amil-

ies .

system.
1

SPOUSAL CAREGIVING

As a result of
a longer life

women

marrying older men and having

expectancy, they tend to assume the role

as caregiver more often than men (Ade-Ridder & Kaplan,
l-9 9 3 )

.

In the Metropol itan Area the average li

expectancy of Minnesotans in l-990 was

77

,9.

fe

In 1990,

Fersons reaching age 60 in Minnesota had an average life
expectancy of an additional 22 years (24.2 years for
women

and 1,9.5 years for men) (Metropolitan Council,

10

. The role of careg j-ver is of ten cons idered an
expected duty for women, while for men it is considered
an trunexpected expression of compassionrt (Ade-Ridder &
19

92

)

Kaplan,

1993 )

.

As couples age, it is Iike1y for at least

one

spouse to require assistance from the other spouse.

Ade-Ridder and Kaplan cite statistics from the Special
Committee, l-988 r^rhich stated that frapproximately 60* of

those over 65 who are not in institutions are
functionally fimited in some way. About 4Ot of
individuals over 85 require daily assistance to carry
out activities (p. 15) . " This assistance generally
being provided hy the spouse,
The provision of care for a spouse who has lost

functional capacity has emotionaL effects on hoth
individual s . The relati-onship between the caregiving
spouse and the spouse receiving ttre care becomes
al-tered. The pers j-stence of poor health and dependency
on others affects the care receiverrs mood and life
satisfaction. fn addition, the caregiver ' s social
supports decline. A1so, the relationship with the
caregTiver becomes ftconf lictiverr (Ade-Ridder & Kaplan,
1ee3 )

.

Caregiving spouses frequently experience stress
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related to their role. The increased dependency of a
spouse drains the ttpsychic and emotional resources rr as a
resuLt of the increased responsibiIity on the healthy
spouse (Ade-Ridder & Kaplan, 1993). Ade-Ridder & Kaplan
state that the high Level of stress experienced hy the
caregiver is harmful to his or her health. The
increased stress leve1 is a prime factor in the
development of high b1ood pressure, stroke, and heart
Caregivers also exper i ence a h j-gh degree of
d j,sease .
f inancial strain.
Research r^lhich was conducted by the
American Assoc.iation of Retired Persons ( 1988 ) indicated
that 422 of the caregivers surveyed irrcurred additional
expenditures as a result of caregiving (Ade-Ridder &
Kaplan, 1993 ) .
Differences exist hetween men and women in relation
to the assumed role of caregiver. Men tend to
experience more difficulty with the completicn of
househol-d tasks, spend less time with f riends , rely more
on formal supports, experience an increase in depressive
symptoms as the cognitive functioning of the spouse
decreases, and experience more isolation than women.
Women tend to extend the nurturing role of earlier held
roles. Ade-Ridder & Kaplan state that women tend to
provide increased levels of overall assistance,

L2

including r personal hygiene requirements, household
tasks, and meal preparation ( l-gg3 ) .
2.

ADULT CHII.,DREN AS CAREGIVERS

Adult children, primarily daughters or daughter-inlaws, become the primary caregiver to dependent parents
when the elderly hushand or wif e is no longer avai labl-e
to provide the care to their partner. When the adult
child is no longer available to provide the care for
their parents they are placed in nursing homes
(Matthiesen, 1989).
The National- Long Term Care Survey determined that

adult daughters provide 292 of al l caregi.ring in this
country; 632 of these care providers are 45 to 64 years
of age. Almost half are employed outside the home;
another LZZ quit their j obs to become caregivers. The
adu]ts in need of assi-stance L ive with 61t of the
caregivers (Matthiesen , 1989) .
A study of frail elderly stated that there was an
estimated 2 .2 rni] l- ion caregivers who had provided care
to 1.2 million elderly disabled individuals, not in
heal-th care centers . 3 Lt of the caregivers were working
full or part-t j-me . Women were the providers of the
majority of care (Anastas, Gibeau, & Larson, L990).
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Stoller (1983) stated that employment affected the hours
available for care provided by sons, but not by
daughters. In addition, women reported giving more help
per r^reek than men.
According to Stone (1987), one way that caregivers
managed the responsibility of caregiving was to alter
their work schedul-e. Stone reported that TaZ of the
employed caregivers studied experienced conflict at
their place of employment and that z1eo cut back work
hours, 292 rearranged their work schedules, and 19% took
time off without pay for caregiving. In this study it
was reported that daughters were more like1y to alter
their work schedules than sons. As a result of
caregriving, individual-s may be forced to Jeave their
employment I resulting in a decrease in earningrs ,
employee benefits and personal satisfaction (Anastas,
Gibeau & Larson, L99O).
Giheau and Anastas ( l-9I9 ) researched caregivers who
were working women. The results indicated that most
women who are working fuLl-time and providing care for
aged relatives experience conflict between work and
caregivingr responsibilities.
They experience competing
demands of housework, family obligations, child care,
and employment in addition to the caregiving which can

T4

add up to 35 hours beyond rrwork hoursrt.

Caregiving imposes emotional stress on the adult
Matthiesen (1989) stated that when caregiving

chiId.

daughters experience high emotional costs they will

also

experienee guilt

and resentment. A study of middle-aged
caregivers in the community described issues of Itstrain,

ambivalence, suFport, and Iife

style

chang'estf

(Matthiesen, 1989).
The following sections will

dj-scuss theoreticaf

concepts which are useful when worki-ng with caregivers
and their
B.

older relatives.

FAMILY SYSTEI-IS

THEORY

As stated by Bogo (L987, p. 5) rrA growing hody of

research attests to the usefulness of viewing

an

individual I s problems within a theory of context.
Family systems theory pertains to the reciprocal
inf l-uence f ami Iy members have on each other. Patterns
and rules exist within family systems which organize and
regulate interactions, relationships and experiences of
individual members. The family patterns and rules also
maintain the family system in a state of equilibriun
rr

(

Bogo,

1987 )

.

Each family system wi}l differ.

However, the
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ob

j ective in working with the farnily of an ol-der adult

remains constant. Hartman and Laird indicate that two

primary ohj ectives must be adhered to in meeting the
needs of the family system of the older adult. Fj-rst,
the needs of the entire family system should be met in
such a way that the older person I s autonomy is respected
and preserved as much as possible. The complementary
goal to be achieved by the children and grandchildren of

the aging person has been termed by BLenker ( l-9 6 5 ) as
rr f iIia1
maturj-ty" or the ability to accept the parent's
needs as appropriate and to take whatever responsibility
is indicated by the situation of the older person and
the situation of the total f amily ( l-98 3 , p. 3 66 ) .
The use of structural theory (Minuchin , L97 4) has
proven to he a useful framework when working with older
adul-ts and their families. According to Nichols and
Schwartz, structural family theory is a construction of
three primary components: structure, subsystems and
boundariesrr (1991, p.449). Family structure is defined
as the organized pattern in which family memhers
interact with each other to maintain equilibrium. The
repeated patterns do not legislate behavior, but do
determine hovu, when, and to whom family members reLate
(1991). Families are differentiated into subsystems of
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members who j

individual

oin together to perform various

Boundaries are def ined as the rul-es which

functions.

define who participates

and how, Boundaries protect

separateness and autonomy (Nichols and

individual

Schwartz, 1991, p. 451).
fami-Iies falling

Minuchin conceives all

along a continuum of boundaries from

enmeshed to disengaged. rrThe enmeshed suhsystems of f er

a heightened sense of mutual support, but at the expense
, p . 4 51) . Enmeshed
families may be characterized as heing rrover-joined,
over-reactive, and over-respons j-vert ( Bogo , L9B7 ) .
of independence and autonomytt

( L9

91

Overly enmeshed family members are often interpreted by
health care community staff to be unrealisticf

angry and

in denial regarding the physicaL and mental health
status of their loved one
individuals

, L9 B 7 ) .
or suhsystems are relatively

autonomous (1987, p. B)tt.

(

Bogo

tr

Disengaged

isolated and

Disengagement limits

and nurturance; and disengaged families must

affection,

be under extreme stress before the individual
memhers will

family

offer each other support (Nichols and

Schwartz, t99It p. 451).
little

warmth,

Disengaged families may have

contact with the older adult in the heatth care

center.

There is 1ittle

interest

facility

staff have difficulty

shown and health care

conmunicating with the

t7

family or experiencing cooperation from the family
(Bogo, 1987).

In addition to the utilization of family systems
conceptual- framernrork the professional should have a
knowledge base of life cycle theoretical frameworks.
According to Erikson, t'any transitional period in life
carries with it specific developmental tasks which must
be completedrr (Erikson, 198 2 , p. 56 ) . Family systems
and family members have life cycles of their own. At
di f f erent periods r^rithin the development of the f ami Iy,
the system is requ j-red to adapt to structuraL and
circumstantial- changes. During these periods families
are reguired torrtake on new functions by restructuring
the organization'r (Kirschner, 1985, p. 56) .
Kirschner defines the family Life cycle as having
three periods of development. The first stage involves
a young couple leaving the home of their family of
origin and creating a new family of origin. while
maintaining their ties to their I'parental generationt'.
The second stage involves the young couple growing

ol-der, its maturing chiLdren move away, marry and create
a new family. The third stage confronts the family with
a new set of demands and responsibilities as a result of

the dependency needs of the parent, A fanily system
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which has maintained t'family equilibriumtr at a distance
may become dysfunctionaL at a time of developmental

change which is accompanied by an increase in stress.
Kirschner states that Ira new organization must be

created to accommodate the crisislt

(

1985, p. 56) .

The

reorganization requires that the family system
renegotiate houndaries, redistribute functions and
change leadership. trAuthority usually shifts from the
aged parents to the middle-aged children or to one

, p. 56 ) .
of the family systems approach and

designated middle-aged childtr (Kirschner,
The utilization

life

cycle theoretical

L985

frameworks enables the

professional- to understand family dynamics and the
social worker to develop practice approaches, procedures
and techniques which will

assist persons who are faced

with the needed placement of their relative

in a health

The prof ess ional can provide serv j-ces

care community .

which r^ri11 preserve and enhance functi-onal family
relationships

and modify dysfunetional family patterns

which bl-ock the familiesr
constructively

ability

to adapt and

deal" with the 1if e cycle event of

placement (Bogo,

L9B7)

.
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C.

HEALTH CARE FACILITY PLACEI{ENT

According to the theoretical framework of

trinstitutionalizationrr,
f ol

Soloman (1983) identifies the

lowingr as rr Four Critical Events of

Institutional ization'r : ( 1) the decision to enter the
institut j-on , (2 ) entry into the institution, ( 3 ) the
move to a more intensive l-evel and ( 4 ) death" (p. 83 ) .
1a

THE DECISION TO E}ITER

While many older aduius interpret the move to

a

health care facility as rejection by their family, many
may have initiated the admission themselves (Solomanr
1913). The reasons vary, some may not be able to manage
independently in the i.r own homes and do not rt sanction
multigenerational f amil- ies under one roof rr ( Soloman,
1983, p" 86). Others may opt for placement as a resulL
of declining health status, forced isolation, and fear
of danger. others may no tonger he able to accept being
a burden on other family members (Soloman, 1983).
Soloman states that the professional should provide
assistance for the family hyrrconnecting the family with
the institutionr' (p. 87 ) . Following this connection,
the sccial r^lorker should f ocus on rt resolving the
interpersonal obstacles within the family unit" (p. 87 ) .

2A

, f ami l ies who have rf access to the
advice of experts including doctors and social r,,rorkers
have the best chance f or successful placementrr ( 1987, p.

As stated by

Sol oman

87).

Professionals should aid the family in the stage of
decision making by providing information to the family
which includes both positives and negatives I encouraging
visits and short stays at the f acil it,y and encouraging
of family members in information sharing

participation

meetings and groups ( Soioinan, l-9I7 ) .

The prof ess ional

can encourage the expression of feelings,

mediate family

communication betweeir all members and allow the
express ion of sadness and grief . ItThe older adult and

family need to be seen as a unit,
clientrr

and this unit as the

(Solomant 7-987t p. 93).

Soloman indicates that in the decj-sion making stage

the professional should work with the family in two
stages.

First,

the social worker needs to understand

their struggles and their position in the life

cycIe.

What stresses other than those with the older adults are

being experienced? What has been the nature of the
relationship

within the entire family unit?

famify's decision of labor?

Who

What is the

is responsihle for

instrumental task performance? For affective support?

2t

Who makes

relative

decisions?

What strai-ns has care of the older

created amongst siblings?

Attention here needs

to be paid to the family as both a social
psychological system

(

and

1987 ) .

The second focus which the professional should help

adult chil-dren address, is carrying on or assuming
responsibil ity

f

or their agred parents.

Blenknert s term of

in life

]t

f ilial

This ref ers to

maturity" which is the stage

in which the adult child acquires the position

to be depended on by the older adult as the transition
is made to old age (So1oman, 1987).
Johnson (1990) attempted to capture the feelings
and personal nature of the decis j-on-making process.

A

study was conducted in which 16 daughters who had
admitted a parent to a skilled nursing care facility
were j-nterviewed. The daughters were anticipating the
placement to be long term. The participants were asked
the following questions: t'(1) How did the decision for

admission come about? (2) How do you think the decision
affected your family?

) How does this experience
compare with other decisions and experiences?rl
(3

(Johnson, l-990, p. 71. The results of the interviews
were categorized j"nto four groupings related to the

decision f or placement, These groupings are i

(

1) Iaclr
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of control- over the decision i (2) rationaLe suggested
f or the decision,' ( 3 ) dilemmas encountered; and ( 4 )
revisiting the decision.
E.

LACK OF CONTROL

According to Johnson (1990) r daughters described
the decision as being ltout of their handsrr, The
decision had been made by someone el-se who recognized
the need for the placement. Hospitaltzation was
perceived as a precipitating factor tc placement to

a

health care center, in these cases the daughters felt
that the professional-s had made the decision for
placement which took the placement responsibility

their control
b.

out of

(Johnson, 1990) .

RATIOHALE FOR THE DECISION

or the placement
decision as the f ollowing: t' ( 1) need f or increased
care i (2) the need for a safe place for the parent: and
( 3 ) inab i 1 ity to trust a home care prov iderrt ( Johnson ,
1990, p. 8) . According to Johnson, the basis for
selection was two-f otd : "proximity to sel- f or
convenience in visiting for family and friends and
appearance and cJeanliness of both the physical facility
Daughters clescribed the rationale

f

1a
f,J

and other residents.

Reputatj"on of the nursing home and

recommendations from others, such as physician or

riends , also inf luenced the choice of the facil ityrt
(1990, p. 9) . Most daughters who had been interviewed

f

stated that they had never thought that their parent
would need placement and that the possibility had never
been discussed amongst the family members.
c

DILEM}'IAS

The daughters expressed ethical dilemmas which they

experienced with their parentts placement. They found

it difficult to weigh the responsibility they felt to
their parents and the responsihility they felt towards
themsel-ves and their family.
A second dilemma
encountered in relation to the placement was the
parent I s Itautonomy and sel f -determinat ion versus saf ety ,
protection, and maintaining the parent's usual
I ifestylett (Johnson, 1990 , p. 9 ) .
d.

DECISTON REVISITED

The daughters rnrere interviewed a second time,

30

ter admi-ss ion regarding their f eel ings about the
placement. Seven of the sixteen daughters were
sonvinced that the decision was the trright decision",
days

af
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Eight daughters had concerns about the placement. One
daughter had brought her mother home following the
initial- interview. One parent had passed away . Despite
the overriding feelings of the daughters they continued
to question their decision regarding the placement
(Johnson, 1990) .

n conclusion, Johnson stated that the entire
decision process, including the time after admission,
was characterized by moral conf licts fcr the daughter. rl
These issues related to lack of autonomy for the parent,
weighing rights and privileges of parent versus seLf and
family, and being true to the parent. Daughters
expressed uncertainty that: a ttright" decision had been
made or that they were a rrgoodrr daughter h,ecause of this
placement (Johnson, 1-990 , p. 10 ) .
f

2.

rf

AD}.IISSION INTO THE TNSTITUTION

The seconti stage of the rrFour Events of

fnstitutionalizationrr
rradmiss

(Solomant 7-987, p. 87) is the

iontt into the health care community. This is the

stage in which the older adult and family system face
the reality

of declining health.

it is a time in which

all family members are aware that the older adult I s

move

to the health care community is the last one that will
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be made. According to Sol-oman the developmental task of

this stage involves the maintenance of family ties
despite anger, pain, resentment and deep sorrow (1987).
3.

THE UOVE

The third

fO A !{ORE INTENSM LEVEL OF CARE
stage involves the older adult I s rrmove to

a more intensive leveI of caretr .

This stage f orces the

ol-der adult and family members to address issues of
death and dying. Soloman (L917) states fiat this stage
the issue is more reaL and needs to be faced r even
though death may not be imminentrr (p, 93) .

Adult

children and their parents have the opportunity to
discuss and process unfinished business.
4

a

DYING

IN THE INSTIIUTION

The f inal stage is the ol-der adult I s rrdeathrr at the
The death of a parent despite the age can
facility.
leave the adult child rf f eeling like an orphanfr (Soloman r
:.g9l, p. 95), In death, the partnership of the family
and facility is evidenced by the ways in which the older
When
individual's death is identified by the facility.
attention is paid by health care community
announcements, attendance at funerals and support, the
value of the older person I s life is affirmed by the
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family (Soloman ,
D.

T9B7)

.

FACTORS ASSOCIAEED If,ITH INSTIEUTIONAI., DECISIONI{AKING

According to Gonyea (L987) | an additional
theoretical f ramework of placement to a heal-th care
community identi f ies trf our stages of recognition of the

institutional optionr' . These are : ( 1) recognition of
the institutional option i (2) discussion of the
possibitity of placement to the institution with family
members; friends; doctors i nurses i social- workers i
psychologists; physical therapists; nurses aides; clergy
and others; ( 3 ) implementation of actions which may lead
to placement. This includes: requesting the names of
area heal-th care communities f rom f amily, f riends, or
professionals; visits or contacts with health care
centers with an interest of how the services may meet
the individualrs needs i receipt of admissions
application to facilities; submission of the
application; placement of the individualrs name on a
Finally, the fourth stage
waiting list at a facility.
of recognition of the institution as an option is the
admission of the older adul-t to the f acil ity Gonyea (1987) conducted a research study which

LI

focused on the three stages of institutional

decision-

making, these stages were: (1) recognition of the
need i (2 ) discuss j-on of placement; and
institutional

(3)

placement. The study

implementation of institutional

examined what the most dynamic factors associated with

each stage of decision-making were and if the critical

factors vary with each stage of the decisional making
process.

Data for the study was ohtained through

intervievrs with

B

0 f amil ies of terminated and current

Interviews were structured and
conducted in respondents t homes and elicited information
elderly chore clients.

regarding: caregiving hehaviors, hurden, plans for
institutional

care, and demographic data

"

Four variahles were found to be correlated with aII
three stages:

rf

the elder I s living

el-der's activities

of daily living

status; the kinship relation

arrangement; the
(ADL) functioning

hetween caregiver and

receiver; and family incomerr(Gonyea, l-987, p. 69).
Family memhers were more likely to engage in
j-nstitutional planning if the older adult had
significant

impairment of ADL functioning and was living

in the home of the family member. Institutional
decision-making was more apparent in families where the
kinship bond was distant.

Greater financial

resources

2B

was a variable which lead to the consideration of health

care facility

planning (Gonyea, 1987) .

Variables which were not found to be correl-ated
with any stages of the decision-making include: rrthe
elder I s gender i the caregiver t s age; and the caregivert s
marital status. rr The caregiver I s emplolrment status was
correlated only with stage l- (recognition) .
respons ib i I ity was corre l ated with stages

(recognition)
(

Famil ia1

l-

and 2 (discussion) , hut not with stage

3

Caregivers who were responsible for

implementation) .

the provision of care of others were more apt to
consider placement of their older relat j-ve. The gender
and health of the caregiver were correlated with stage

(implementation), not stages 1 (recognition)

and

3

2

(discussion) (conyea , L987 , p. 69 ) .
MaIe caregj-vers and caregivers with poor health
were more likely

to actively pursue

institut ional i z at ion .
Three variables which were found significantly

correlated to al l three stagres of planning f or placement
were : trpersonal care ass istance ; stress and
| ?o). Caregivers who assisted
the older individual- with dress ing , f eeding and bathing
affectiontr(Gonyea,

L987

were more like1y to consider placement. Family members
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the caregiving tasks as increasing the stress
in their lives were more like1y to consider placement.
Lastly, the more positively the caregiver viewed the
quality of relationship with the older adult, the less
like1y he or she would engage in the consideration of

who viewed

placement planning.
Three variahl-es which were not found to be

correlated to the three stages of Itinstitutional
decision making" were: rrthe provision of psychosociaL
support; the time commj-tment,' and the perceptions of
familial obligationtr (Gonyea, 1-987 , 61) . The provision
of community assistance and the Ferception of burden
were significantly correLated with stages 1
(recognition) and 2 (discussion) , but not with stage 3
( implementation) .
In situations where caregivers felt
burdened by the caring rol-e and whe.re community
assistance was provided, caregivers were more 1ikely to
discuss institutionalization as an option (Gonyea,
1987).

E.

EACTORS AFFECTING REACTION TO PLACEI{ENT

Schneewind (1990) developed a theoretical

which identifies

three factors which affect the

reactions of family members to their relativers

framework
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admission to a health care facility.

The three factors

are: (1) general societal expectations; (2) family
roles ; and ( 3 ) changes in 1 ife patterns .
1

a

GENERAL SOCIETAL EI(PECTAIIONS

Society considers that families are obligated to
provide the fol-lowing to all family members: rrshelter,
r care and af f ectionrr (Schneewind, 1990, p - l-2 3 ) Soci-ety views the admission of an oLder rel-ative to a
health care center as a refusal to trperform itts primary
f ood

j ob , the provis ion of nurturancerr ( Schneewind,

As a result of this societal expectation,

123),
f amil

199 O , p -

ies typically

have a negative view of rrnursing

, and on the day of admiss ion experience
overwhelming guilt, pain , grief I angier and resentment.

homesf

2.

r

FAI'{ILY

ROLES

Within the f ramer,trork of f amily obl igations , society
expects families to provide nurturance and care for the
older adult. This duty may require family memhers to
Adult children
accept new roles and responsibilities.
who have remained in their parentts home, have taken
parents into their own home, or live nearby and have
daily contact may he expected by themselves and others
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to continue to provide care to the older adult despite
the physj-cal- and health care needs of the older
relative. These individuals make strong efforts to
ma j-nta in a parent in the community ( 19 9 0 ) .
Di stant
adult children may feel- that they have fulfilled their
familial obligation by making arrangements for Lhe
provision of care of their parent and maintain regular
contact (Scheewind, L990) .
Admission to a health care facility necessitates
the learning of new roles on the part of the farnily
members as well as the older adult (Cox & Ephross,
l-989 ) , The family is no longer acting in the role of
primary caregiver . trTheir roles become auxil iaries to
the nursing home staf f rr ( Cox & Ephross, lg8g , p. 64 ) .
The roles necessitate learning new ways of interacting
with the older adult and with the persons directry
responsible for the older adultts care (cox & Ephross,
1989 ) . Cox and Ephross state that rrthe primary
socialization task of the famiry of a nursing home
resident is to adapt and adjust to new roles and ways of
interacting with the residentt' ( 1919 , p. 63 ) . According
to cox & Ephross the rrsocial ization tasksrr of nursing
home admission involve two stages. First, the placement
of a relative in a health care center disrupts the
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traditional f arnily system in that the older adult is no
Ionger a member of the community. The f arnily members
may react to this transition in several ways vrhich can
cause stress within the family. At this stage
rrsocial-ization into appropriate new hehaviors can reduce
stresses bef ore relationships are severedrr ( Cox &
Ephross, 1989, p. 64) . The second main socialization
task f or the f amily system is to rt learn horr to interact
with the staff and administrationrr. Cox & Ephross state
that 'r successful interaction with the staf f can require
new roles and behaviorsf many of which are unfamiliar to
family membersrr ( 1989, p. 64 ) .
Bowers (1988) researched the development of a
partnership between staff and family. Data from that
research indicated that ttplacement in a nurs ing home
neither ref l-ects nor causes family breakdown. For many
elderly persons and their families, nursing home
placement leads to renewed or discovered closeness of
famil"ial bondsrr (Bowers, 1988, p. 361) . According to
Bor^rers, many researchers have recommended f amily

invol-vement with nursing home residents with tasks

clearly being def ined. Technical- tasks invol-ving
physical or material care needs are performed primarily
by the staff, whereas nontechnical (emotional or
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psychosocial- ) care is more l ikely to be provided by the

Results from the
research hy Bowers suggested that rrfamilies perceived
older adultfs relatives

(1988) .

good guality care by the staff as dependent on family
participat j-on and inputrr (p. 3 62 ) . In addition,

famil ies reported that rrgood qual ity care is perceived
process between family and

to require a collaborative
staff rather than a division
(Bowers, 1988, p.
Findings

f

361-)

of tasks betvreen

themrr

.

rom a research study by Matthiesen

( 1-989 )

indicated tvro hasic social processes related to the role
challenge of adult daughters who were responsible for
the supervision of their mothers as they were placed in
a health care facility.

These are: (1) becoming the

trchosen daughtertr who was responsible for the mother

prior to and following placement. This process required
the daughter and mother to redefine their roles.
Matthiesen states that the daughtersr emotional
responses of guilt

and grief

over the losses were two of

the psychological themes related to the process of role
transition

following the nursing home placement of their

mothers (1989) .

(2) The daughters experienced a feeling

of loss of the motherrs physical presence from home.
Matthiesen stated that rrthe experience of loss was met
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with feel-ings of griefrt (L989, p. 11).
Beach (1993) conducted a study on role strain
experienced by caregivers. Ten primary caregivers were
interviewed and asked to descrihe their caregiving
experi-ences in reference to the following:
j-tabil ity of the patient I s death, patient I s
" inev
preferred courses of action; family roles and
interactional experiences,' patient t s denial ; previous
patterns of caregiving; personal activity; emplolrment
problems associaLed with caregiving; thoughts about
institutionalizing the patienti coping with patient
personality changes; and bereavementrr (p. 35). The
study indicated that the caregiver I s experiences were
rrmergedrr into three maj or categories : ( L ) trRole strain
sense of responsibilityn family member support and
extension of family roles i (2) sense of self (personal
activity and halancing outside work with caregiving) ;
and (3) problem solving/coping (institutionaLtzation and
patient personality changes)tt (Beach, 1993, p. 38).
B.

ROLE STRAIN
v.rho participated

in the study
reported a strong sense of responsibility in reference
to caregiving. This is consistent with several studies
Most caregivers
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(Anastas, Gibeau & Larson, L990; Gibeau, Anastas,

J-989;

Johnson, 1990; & Matthiesen, 1989) . Spouses considered

caring for their impaired husband or wife as a trnormaJ
stage of life and part of their marriage contractrr
(Beach, 1993t p. 38). Caregivers also reported having a
family but rarely depending on the family system for
support. Fina11y, most caregivers stated that the role
of rrcareglj-vertr was a natural progression f rom the role
which they previousfy held in the family (Beach, L993).
b.

SENSE OF SELF

Female caregivers indicated more social limitations

associated with caregiving in comparison with male

In discuss j-on of balancing outs ide work
with caregiving. Beach (1993) cited a study which
indicated that as many as 672 of caregivers experience
significant work conflicts such as altered work
schedules or ceasing emplolrment as a result of
caregiving (Cantor, 1983 ) .
caregivers .

PROBLET{ SOLVTNG/COPING

The study conducted by Beach (1993) indicated that

most caregivers

(

female and male) would consider

placement only after they were no longer physically

able
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the care of the older adult independently.
Beach stated that these results differed from a previous
study which indicated that the primary indicator of
institutionalization for female caregivers was emotional
strain and that physical labor was the maj or
consideration for male caregivers (Young, L989) .

to

3

.

manage

CHA}IGE

IN LIVII{G PATTER}I

A third factor in the reaction to placement is the

impact the move has upon daily life.

Placement may be

an end to Iife long family patterns and routines, such
as: sharing a meal, physical intimacy, shared living
space and day to day j-nteraction ( Schneewind,

199 0 ) .

The feellngs experienced by the changes in daily

life may be those of sadness, lonelinessf mourning for a
happier time or familiar past. Schneewind states that
the emotions experienced trare different from the guilt,
anger, resentment, ambivalence, and more complex
emotions arising from a sense of neglect of obligation
or propriety, from a need to keep up a social face, and
from family conf lict'I ( 1990, p. l-32 ) . The disruption of
daily life patterns is greatest for spouses and may be
almost as difficult for children and other family
members who have always lived together (Schneewind, L990) .
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D.

LII.TITATTOHS

The literature

discussed in this section clearly

indicates that gerontologists are studying
characteristics of caregivers, the importance of using a
family systems approach when r*orking with families whose
relatives are in need of placement in a health care
conmunity, and the process of decision-making famifies
and older adults are challenged with when confronted
with the need for placement. However, a limitation of
this research is that the literature and studies focus
primarily on the long term placement of an older adu1t.
LittLe research has explored the decision-making process
and placement needs for families whose relatives are in
need of short term placement in a health care senter.
This research thesis will attempt to fiII a gap in
available research for this specific population.
Caregiver socio-demographicsn the decision-making
process and family identified interventions for aiding
in the transition f rom corrmunity to health care f acil ity
will be explored.
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III.

I'{ETIIODOLOGY

A.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this research study is to examine
the soc j-o-demographic characteristics of primary

caregivers whose reLatives have been admitted to a
short term rehahilitation unit of a health care facility
and explore the needs of the primary caregivers at the
time of admission. The research questions which r,uill be
addressed are:

(1) What are the socio-demographic characteristics of
the primary caregi-vers whose relatives were
admitted to a short term rehabil- itation unit of a
health care facility?
(2) What emotions are identified as heing experienced
by the pr j-mary caregivers at the time their
relatives are admitted to a short term
rehabilitation unit?
(3)

(

4

What are th e primary caregiverrs specific needs at
the time of their reLati-ve I s admissi-on to the short
term reha bi l-itation unit of a health care facility?

) What recommendations do the pr j-mary caregivers have
for easing the transition of the placement of a
relative to a short terrn rehabi1itation unit of a
health care facility?
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B.

EEY

1.

EEALTH CARE TACIIJITY

TERI-IS

Heatth care facility,

health care center and health
care conmunity are used in similar capacity as the
frequently used term 'tnursing hometr. I hesitate to use
this term as it connotates images of sick and
incapacitated older adults. Years ago the term nursing
home was an accurate portrayal of the care which was
being provided. However, trnursingtt services are only
one of the disciplines providing the care necessitated
hy the older adult. Physical therapy, occupational
therapy, speech therapy, social r.rork services ,
therapeutic recreation, dietary, housekeeping, Iaundry
and maintenance work together with the older adult and
family to meet the physicaL, mental , emotional and
psychosocial needs which are present. The terminology
of health care f acil ity, health care center and heal-th
care community best represent ttre current
interdisciplinary approach to meeting the needs of the
residents and family members at this point in time.
2.

EIIORT TERI{ REIIABILIEATION UNIT

A program designed to meet the rehabilitative

of the resident/patient.

The program consists of

needs
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physicaL therapy, occupational therapy, and speech

therapy. The rehabiLitation unit is located within a
health care center. Additional services include:
nursing r social work services , therapeut ic recreati-on,
dietary, housekeeping. laundry and maintenance.
C.

I.IEASURES

1a

PRII.ilARY CAREGIVERS

El r

Conceptual i zation :

Primary caregivers are those persons who have the

greatest direct involvement in the provision of informaL
supports to the older adult (Hamlet & Read, 1990).
b.

operationali zation:
The primary caregivers are identified as those

individuals who are listed as the next of kin on the
residentts medical record information sheet. The
following questions from the distributed questionnaire
wil l identi fy characterist j-cs of the primary caregivers
c.

I'teasurement TooI

:

A guestionnaire was used which ccllected data

on

the characteristics of the caregivers. The data which

.
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was collected included: genderr r€lationship to oLder

adult, dg€ grouF, employment status, whom the caregiver
received emotional support from, where care was
provided, what type assistance the caregiver provided to
the ol-der adult , the distance the caregiver l ived f rom
the older adult, careg j-ver' s health status bef ore the
admission and following the admissi-on and whether the
caregiver considered him/herself a caregiver or the
primary caregiver (See Appendix) ,
2.
Er

.

EAREGIVERS PLACEUENT EXPERIENCE

Conceptual i aation

:

The caregiverrs emotional response to the

relat j-ve t s admission can cover a range of emotions
incl-uding: guilt, shame r angler I f rustration, peace and

comfort. The emotional response is an individual
response.

b.

operationalization;
The caregiver I s placement experiences and emotions

experienced are measured using the Caregiver
Quest j-onnaire. The

areas which are measured include:

background information of previous placement, location

prior to

placement and various emotional responses to
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the placement.
c.

Measurement Tool:

The questionnaire covered information which

pertained to the caregiver's experience with the
placement. Information collected included: Iength of
notice caregivers were given regarding the need for
placement, previous exper j"ence with health care
facilities, where the older adult had been prior to the

health care facility placement, the older aduJtrs
feelings regarding placement, discharge pIans, and the
careg j-ver I s f eel ings regarding the ol-der adult returning
home. In addition, caregivers were asked to indicate
what their feel ingrs and experiences were at the time of
the ol-der adult ' s placement ( See Appendix ) .
t

CAREGIVER I S NEEDS

a

Conceptuali zation:

AT THE TIHE OF

PLACEITIENT

Interventions which the caregivers perceive may be
helpful to them at the time of admission. These
interventions could incl-ude inf ormation regarding the
process of placement, servj-ces avail-able at the health
care facility, and available community resources.
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Additional interventions may include meeting with a
facility social worker, attending a support group or
speaking with family members of residents who are
current res j-dents of the health care f acil ity .
b.

Operationalization:
The caregiverrs needs and perceptions of

interventions which were/or coul-d potential ly be
beneficial were measured using question #22 from the
questionnaire. Interventions which were measured
include: attending information sessions, receiving
information about the health care facility prior to
the admission, touring the facility, receiving
l-iterature on the resident t s diagnosis, viewing a video
tape regarding the experience of a relativets admission
to a heal-th care center I receiving inf ormation on area
support groups, having the opportunity to speak with
family members of the facility, meeting with the
relative I s social worker, and attending a support group
for new families.
c

I{easurement TooI:
The questions used to collect data regarding the

caregiverts feelings regarding effective interventions
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incl-uded asking caregivers about the f ol lowing

:

information regarding the facility and older adult I s
diagnosis, touring the facility, viewing a video tape
which discussed adjustment issues, receiving information
on support groups, and speaking with family members of
other residents of the health care facility or the older
adult I s social worker (See Appendix) .
D.

SUBJECTS

Potential research participants were selected as
the indicated primary caregivers who are identified as
the next of kin in the medical record of all of the
residents who had heen admitted to the short term
rehabil itation unit of Hill-crest Health Care and
Retirement Center within a seven week period of time,
four weeks prior to the beginning of the study and three
weeks after the beginning date. The study occurred in
March of 1994. HilJcrest is a skill"ed licensed health
care facility Jocated in a suburb of Minneapolis. The
average length of stay on the short term rehabilitation
unit was 27 days for 1993. Follor,uing the stay at
Hillcrest many individuals return to their homes in the
community I reside with family or move to a lesser levelof care. Res j-dents are admitted primarily f rom the
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western communities.

The common source of payment is

Medicare. HilIcrest j-s not a participant in the

Medical-

Assistance prog'ram.
E.

DATA COTLECTIOT.I

A questionnaire was used to gather j-nf ormation

pertaining to the three research questions. The maj ority
of the questionnaire was comprised of closed ended
statements with five open ended questions. Respondents
were asked to respond to the statements using a Likert
type scaIe, Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree.
A pre-test of the data collection procedure was
conducted prior to the study with a group of 5 primary
caregivers, whose relatives are residents in the short
term rehabilitation unit at Hill-crest. The pre-test
group was asked to insert comments on the questionnaire
indicat ing areas which were uncl-ear or f e1t
uncomfortable. The pre-test individuals were met with
individually and asked for input regarding the
questionnaire. The pre-test group felt that the
guestionnai-re was easy to understand and did not express
any changes which they felt needed to be made.
Following the pre-test, the subjects for the
research study were chosen. Subjects were identified as
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the caregivers who had indicated themselves as the first
person of contact for their relative who was admitted to
the short term rehabilitation unit of Hillcrest.
Questionnaires were mailed to the careg j.vers urhose
relative was admitted to the short term rehabilitation
uni-t of Hil lcrest f our r,ueeks prior to the beginning date
of this study and three weeks following.
Research participants received, by mai1, an
envelope containing a letter (Appendix A) which
explained the study, the research guestionnaire
(Appendix B) and one seLf-addressed stamped envelope for
the return of the questionnaire.
F.

PROCEDURES FOR PROTECTIOH

OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

An appfication which outlines this research study
was submitted and accepted by the Augsburg College

Institut ional- Review Board, the Inst itutional Review
Board of Beverly Enterprises and the Quatity Assurance
Team of Hillcrest Health Care and Retirement Center.
A statement of confidentiality was made in the
letter which was ma j-l-ed to the research participants.
A1so, research subjects were informed in the letter that
they do not have to complete questions which are
uncomfortable to them,
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In addition, research participants were reassured
that their decision to participate in the study or not
was vol-untary and would not affect the current or future
relationship they or their relative wouLd have r.rith
Hillcrest or Augsburg Col1ege.
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IV.

FINDINGS

The findings from this study supported previous

studies regarding the characteristics of primary
caregivers of older adults admitted to health care
f acil it j-es . The ma j ority of caregivers were f amily
members and femaLe. AIso, the maj ority of caregivers
provided some type of assistance to the older adult in
his or her home.
Findings differed significantly from previous
research regarding the response of caregivers to the
placement of their relative to a health care center.
Previous studies have primarily researched long term
placements of ol der adul.t.s , This study di f f ered in that
it examined the emotions of caregivers whose rel-atives
were admitted to a short term rehabilitation program.
Previous studies have indicated that the admission of a
relative to a health care community is a di f f icult
experience. This study found that the caregivers
experienced feelings of peace and comfort with the
placement of their relative and that f eel- ings of guilt ,
anger, and frustration were relatively Iow.
The findings from this study will be discussed in
tr,rro sections . The f irst section wi 11 discuss the
characteristics af the primary caregivers, The second
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section will discuss caregiving experiences at the time
of admission.
A.

SOCIO-DE}.IOGRAPHICS OF THE CAREGIVERS

The caregiver t s questionnaire was returned by

, of the sampled population . More than hal f
(548, fr:7 ) of Lhe respondents were female. Somewhat
over three-fourths (77 Z, n_ 10) of the respondents
considered themselves thre prj-mary caregi-ver to the older
adult, Of the respondents, one-third (38t, D:5) were
daughters, less than one quarter (232, tr:3 ) were sons,
L5Z (n=2) were wives I LsZ (n:2) were nephews and 7Z
(n-1) were close friends (Table A). More than one-third
(388, 11: 5) ) of the respondents were 5l--60 years of f,g€,
232 (n:3 ) were aEJes 41-50 , l-s? (n-2 ) were ages 6l--7 0 ,
L5Z (n:2) were aqes 7l--80, and 7+ (n-1) were ages 81-90
(Table B) . Just over three-fifths of the respondents
were employed full-time , 23eo (n-3 ) were retired and l-58
( n-2 ) r,.rere not employed.
The majority (I5e, n=11) ) of assistance provided to
the older adult by the primary caregiver was provided to
the older adult in his or her home and }ess than onequarter (232, r:3 ) was provided in the caregiver I s home.
More than hal f (54v, r n=7 ) of the primary caregivers ] ive
l-

3 out of

43eo ,

30

50

less than 3O minutes from their older relative, 3LZ
( n-4 ) l ive with the oLder individual- and 15% ( n-2 ) l ive
more than 30 minutes but less than an hour away from
their older relative.
This study indicated that the following assistance
was provided to the older adult by the respondents or by
those who considered themselves the primary caregivers
(Table C) : transportation (85t, D:11) ; shopping (77+ |
n-10); managing finances (7O2, n:9) ; meal preparation
(622, n:8) i assistance with medication (542,, n:7) ; and
housekeeping (46Y", il:6 ) .

Three-quarters of the respondents

(7

7

e", n:L 0 )

stated that prior to +-he admission their health was good
or excellent. Fol-lowing the admission , 852 of
caregivers stated that their health was good or
excellent.
B.

CAREGIVING EXPERIENCES AT THE TIHE OF ADI{ISSTON

At the time of the older adultts admission to the
short term rehabilitation unit, over half (543 , fr=1 ) of
the primary caregivers received support from their
spouses, 462 (n-5) received emotional support from their
chiLdren and 462 (n-6) received emotional support from
sibtings and 31t (n=4) received support from friends.

5l-

Daughter
38

I

Son
23

,FIriend

f
Wife

N

7

ephew
15

15

Table A: Relationship of Caregiver
to Older Adult (by %)

41 -50

23
51-60
38
90

1

7

61-70

71 -80

15

15

Table

B: Ages of Flespondents (by %)
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Over half (548 , fr:1 ) of the older aduLts admitted

to the short term rehabilitation unit had been in a
health care facility prior to this admission.
Two-thirds (69e", n=8 ) older adults had been
admitted to the short term rehabilitation unit directly
from the hospital. This study indicated that almost all
(922, n-12 ) of the oLder adults were in agreement to a
short term rehabil-itative stay at the health care
facility.
The majority (92+, n=I2) of the respondents
believe that their ol-der reLative is planning on
discharging from the short term rehahilitation unit.
More than half (54e, fr:7 ) of the caregivers feel that
their ol-der relative t*il1 discharge to home. Almost all
(922, n-12 ) caregivers have concerns about the older
individual returning home. In response to an open
ended question, caregivers responded that their concerns
incLuded: difficulties with mobility, bathing, fixing
meals, medication

cornpl

j-ance, and housekeeping.

fths (62v", f,:8 ) of the caregivers f el-t that
they were not informed of their relative I s needs (622,
n:8) and options (542, n:7 ) at the time of discharge
f rom the hospital- . More than hal- f (62e", f,:8 ) of primary
caregi-vers felt j-nvolved with their relative t s
placement. Almost all (854, n=11) felt comfortable with
Three- f i
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the placement and supported by their family for the
placement decision (858r il:11). Seventy-seven percent
of the primary caregivers felt at peace with the
admission of their older relative to the short term
rehabilitation unit. A majority of care providers did
not feel guilty (672, il:8) , angry (54t , fr:T) , or
inadequate (622, D:8) as a result of the admission.
Duri-ng the admiss ion process , the ma j ority of
caregivers (87+, n:11) fel-t lj-stened to by the staff at
the health care facility at the time of admission. More
than haLf fe1t drained of energy (54t, n:7) and stressed
out (54t, r: 7I at the time of adrnission.
More than ha] f ( 698 , il:8 ) of caregivers f el-t af raid
of their relative's future, 31-Z (n=4) of caregivers felt
hopefuf of their relativers future and the maj ority
(692, il:B) of caregivers felt responsible for the older
adult I s future.
Caregivers indicated the f ol lowing intervent j-ons as
helpful during the admission process (Tab1e D) :
receiving information about the facility prior to the
placement (772r D:10) ; receiving literature on the older
adultrs diagnosis (772, n:10) ; meeting with the
individual rs social worker ( 69t, n:8 ) ; attending an
information session on the process of placement,
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emotions experienced, and available community resources

(58e, n-8) ; and touring the facility
admission (54t).

prior to the
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edication

Meal

M

PrepaEtion

Assi6la nc€

62
Housekeepin g
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Managing
F inanc6s

70

85
Transportation

77
Sh

Table

opping

C: Assistance

Provided to Older Adult
by Caregiver (by %)

Attending Plac6m6nt Procass
lnformation Session

58
Touring Feility
Prior to P lammant

M6eting \iYilh Th6
lndivad ual s Social
Work€r
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6g

FlecgivirE LitoEture
About tho Old6r Adult's

oiagnosis TZ

77

Rec€i\,ing lrrormation
About th€ Facility
Priorto Placement

Table D: Helpful lnterventions
During the Admission Process
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V.

DISCUSSTON

This section will review the results of the three
research questions and rel-ate these findings with
previous research studies.
(1) I[hat are the socio-demographic characteristics of
primary caregivers rrhose relatives were admitted to
a short term rehabilitation unit of a health sare
facility?
The findings from this study correlated with
previous stud j-es which stated that spouses and adult

daughters, are the primary caregivers of older adults

living in the community (Ade-Ridder & Kap1an, 1993.'
Hamlet & Readf 1990 i Sommers, 1985) . However, the
results from this study indicated that adul-t daughters
provi-ded more care to the older adults than did spouses.
The results of this study correl ated with prevJ,cus
research findings which indicated that famil,ies assume
the responsibility of providing care to older relatives
(Anastas, Gibeau & Larson, 1-990; Beach, 1993; Johnson,
1990; and McCullough, Wilson, Teasdale, Kolpakr;hi & &
SkelIy , l-9 9 3 ) . This study f ound that primary careg j-vers
provided the following assistance to older adu1Ls:
transportation, shopping, managing finances, meal
Freparation, assistance with medication and
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housekeeping. This correl-ates with the research by

Clark and Rakowski in 1983 which identified caregivers
as providing: the delivery of direct services and
personal tasks. Results from this study contradict
previous research regarding where the maj ority of care
is provided to the older adult prior to the individual's
admission to the health care facility.
Matthiesen
(1989) | stated that 6LZ of care was provided in the home
of the caregiver. This study found that 85t of the
older adults were receiving assistance from the
caregiver in their own home. The results of this study
regarding where the care is provided may be a result of
the older adult being physJ.cally and mentally more
capable of remaining in their own home and caring for
themselves versus the older adults from previous studies
who have cognitive impairments, Both this study and
previous studies (Matthiesen, 19 B I ) indi-cate that more
than half of the caregi-vers are employed outside of the
home f uII-time .
(2

) Ithat emotions are identi f ied as being experieneed
by the primary caregivers at the time their
relatives are admitted to a short term
rehabilitation unit?
Results from this study indicate that primary

caregivers experienced peace, support, comfort, listened
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to and involved in the admission of their older
relatives to the short term rehabil itati,on unit of the
These findings conflict with
health care facility.
previous studies which have found that caregivers
experience gui1t, anger, frustration, and stress at the
time of the ol-der adults placement to the health care
facility (Ade-Ridder & Kaplan, 1993; Bogo, 1987; Green,
l-991,' Greenf ield , !984 i Sotoman, 1983 i Rif f Ie, l-989 ,' and
Schneewind, !990). This study found feelings of guiIt,
anger, frustration, resentment and stress to be
relatively low.
The results from this study differ from the
literature by Schneerrind ( l-990 ) which addresses the
three factors which affect the reactions of family
The three
members to the placement of their relatives.
factors include: (1) general societal expectations, (2)
family roles , and ( 3 ) changes in I ife patterns. The
findings from the study support societyts views
regrarding assistance to older adults being the
responsibility of the family. However, the research
from this study found that the primary caregivers were
not experiencing gui1t, feelings of inadeguacy at the
inability to provide care to the older adult or anger.
This may be the case as a result of the physician
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ordering the placement and the caregiver recognizing the
acute care needs which the older adult is experiencing.
As a result the caregiver may feet comfortable with the
d.ecis ion and no need to meet the societal expectation .
The second and third factor may not be experj-enced as
significantly in this study since most (922) of the
older adults are planning to discharge from the unit and
return to their previous living situation or a lesser
Ievel- of care and thereforer resume the previous role in

the family system.
The findings may differ significantly from previous
studies which pri-marily focused on the placement of
older adults to long term eare units versus short term
rehabil itati-on units of health care communities . The
theoretical f ramevlorks d j-scussed earl ier perta ining to
the decision-making process families experience at the
time of the ad.mission of their relative to a long term
care unit incl-ude : ( 1) the decis ion to enter , (2 ) entry
into the institution, (3) the move to a more intensive
level of care, and (4) death (So1oman, 1983). The
theoretical framework discussed by Gonyea ( 1987 )
includes the stages: (1) recognition of the institution
as an option , (2) discussion of the possibility of
placement in the institution

with family

members,
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friends, doctors, nurses, sociaL workers, psychologists,
physica1 therapists I nurses aides, clergy and others,
( 3 ) implementation of actions which may lead to
placement , (4) admission of the individual to the
institution.
The maj ority of older adults admitted to the short
term rehahilitation unit were admitted directly from the
hospital . Most caregivers (92v") were informed of the
need for placement of the older adult within seven days
prior to admission. Therefore, caregivers did not have
the opporiunity to experience the stages of decisionmaking as discussed by Gonyea and Soloman, fn addition,
the primary caregivers received direction for placement
from physicians and social workers which removed the
responsibility for the placement decision from the
caregiver, A1so, in this study the majority of those
indivi-dua1s admitted to the short term rehahilitation
unit were in agreement with the admission.
The results of this study regarding the
characteristics of primary caregivers are similar to
previous studies. However, the results of this study
are significantly different from the studies in which
the older adults were in need of long term placement.
There is a possibility

that the difference between long
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term placements and short term placements may not only
be the shortened period of time that caregivers are made
aware of the need for placement but also the

individual ' s diagnosis , prognosis f or rehabil itat j-on,
discharge potential , and invol-vement of the older adult
in decision making.
(3

) Ifhat are the primary caregiver I s speci f ic needs at
the time of admission of their relative to a short
term rehabilitation unit of a health care facility?
The research findings did correlate with results

from previous studies regarding interventions families
found helpful for adjustment at the time of facility

placement. The interventions which were found helpful
in previous studies j-ncl-ude: meeting with f acil ity
staff, discussing options, touring the facil ity,
receiving information regarding the facility as r^re11 as
information regarding support services for the family
(Beach, 1-993; Bogo, 1-987; Hamlet & Read, 1990; and

RiffLe,1989). Respondents from this study indicated
that the fol"lowing were helpful at the time of the short
term rehabilitation placement: information sessions,
information about the facility, touring the facility,
receiving literature on the older adult's diagnosis, and
meeting with the older adultt s social worker.
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VI.

LTHITATIOHS

There are some limitations to this research study.
The guestionnaire was distributed to a sma1J sample of

individual s , 3 0 , and the return rate was l-ess than hal f
(n:13). Therefore, it is difficult to know how those
who did not participate in the study would respond. The
quesLions on all of the surveys were completed.
However, vrith surveys it is dif f icult to determine if
the participants answered quest j-ons honestly or how they

felt the questions should be answered.
Seventy-seven percent of participants to this study
considered themselves the primary caregiver to the older
aduLt. The researcher did incl-ude the other trventythree percent of the participants in this study based on
the responses which they provided. The twenty-three
percent were listed as the next of kin on the medical
f ace sheet . Hourever, those respondents indicated on the
questionnaire that they did not consider themselves the
primary careg j-ver to the older adult.
Al- so , ds the admiss ions coordinator, this
researcher has worked closely with the individuals who
were chosen to participate or not in this study. The
feelings which they have towards me may have swayed
their decision to participate in this study.

The
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primary caregivers may have chosen to participate or not
to participate in the study as a result of concern they
may have for the care of their relative.
The residents and family members of Hillerest
Health Care and Retj-rement Center where this study was
conducted is pr j-rnarily middle to upper class. The
acil ity is a private pay, pr j-vate insurance and
medicare facility and not a participanL in the medicaf
assistance prollram. This may have an ef f ect on the
participation and responses of the primary caregivers.
f
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VI I . CONCLUSIONS A}ID II{PLICATIONS

This paper has d.j-scussed the socio-demographic
characteristics of primary caregivers of older adults
placed on a short term rehabilitation unit, the emotions
experienced and the needs of the primary caregivers.
Findings from this study do support the research
available on caregiver characterist j-cs. However, the
results from this study suggest fundamental differences
in the decision making process for short term
rehabilitation placement versus long term care and the
emoti-ons experienced by the primary caregivers in
response to the need for short term rehabilitation
placement. As the health care system is changing and
famities are no longer abte to meet the acute care needs
of older adults in the community additional research in
this area is needed.
Although it is not possihle to generalize the
findings from this study to other short term
rehabilitation proqrams, the results do raise questions
ahout a growing populat j-on of individual s in need of
short term rehabilitation at a health care facility'
Additional studies could extend this research to a
larger sample of caregivers from a variety of short term
rehabilitation programs. Research studies which attend
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primarily to the emotional- responses of caregivers and
older adults during the short term rehabilitative stay
may provide needed information for specific programming
and j-nterventions f or this unique and growing
population.

APPENDTX A
INSTRUCTlONS

Most of the questions in this survey can be answered by
simply checking or by circling the response that best
ref lects your perspect j-ve. For example, many of the
guestions are f ollowed by a serj-es of numbers:

Strongly Disagree
1

Strongly Agree

234

5

If you stronqlly disagree with the statement, circle

one.

The more you agree with the statement, the higher the
number you should circle.
Please circle the number, not
the words describing the extreme ends of the scale.

Thank you for your wiLlingness to participate in thie

study.

SECTION A:

BACITGBOUHD INITGRIMJAEION

ycur gender:

1.

Please indicate

2

Please specify what your relationship is to the
resident:

3.

Please check your age qroup:
under

19

20-30
31-40
41-50

female

61-70
71-80
Bt--90

91 and above

51_-60
4

Please check all that apply to your current
employment status:

not

employed

ret i red

part-t

ime

fuI l -time

male

5

Which of the following provided you with emotional
support at the time of your relatives placement to
Hillcrest (check all that apply) .
Spouse or Partner
ChiLdren
Parent ( s )
Spouse or Partner I s Parent ( s)
S i ster/ Brother
Spouse of Partnert s Sister/Brother
Other ReLatives

Friends
Neighbors
Church Members/Minister
Co-workers

Private Therapist
Family Doctor
Social Services

Other Agencies, please specify

Other, please spec fy
6

Do you consider yourself the primary caregiver to
your relative r^rho has recently heen admitted to the
yes
short term rehabilitation unit?
no

IF

YOU HAVE PROVIDED ASSISTAI{CE TO YOUR RELATTVE DURING
3 UONTHS PRIOR TO THE BDI.TISSTOH PLEASE ANSITER THE
FOLLOWTNG QUESTIONS, IF Npr PROCEED TO SECTIOil B.

THE
7

Please check the main locatj-on where you have
provided assistance to your relative:

his/her home
institutional setting (nursing home)
other: specify

my home

B

Please check all of the activities you assisted your
relative with during the 6 months prior to
admiss ion

:

personal care (assistance with dressing,
grooming and bathing)
meal preparation
dispensed medications

houselreeping

managing finances
providing f j-nancial- ass istance
shopping

transportation
other, specrfy:

9

Please check which best describes your health prior
to your rel-ative ts hospitalization:
excellent
fair
good
poor

l-0. Please check which hest describes your heal-th

following your relative's placement at HilLcrest:
excel lant
f ai-r

is the approirimate distance you l ived from your
relative prior to nis/her admission:
with your relative
less than 30 minutes
t hour but l-ess than 2 hours
2 hours but l-ess than 3 hours

11. What

SEETION

B:

CAREGIVER PI.,ACEMENT EXPERIENCE

12. Has your relative ever been in a short term
rehabilitation program before?
yes
no
13 . Have you had a reLa+-ive admitted to a nurs ing
before?
yes
no
14.

How much

home

notice were you given, by the hospital,
at Hi 1lcrest?
B-l-4 days
1s-21 days

pri ort o your rel-atives placement
day of admission
day pri or to admission I
2-3 day s
4-5 day S
6-7

15. Was your relative in
HilJcrest?
no

agrreement
VES
a

other, specify:

to placement at

15

- P1ease check where your relative had resided
immediatly prior to the admission to Hillcrest.

hospital
other, specify:
home

other nursing home
t7, Is your relative planning to be discharged from the
short term rehabilitation unit?
yes
uncertain
no
18. Do you think your relative will be able to be
discharged from the short term rehahilitation unit?
yes
uncertain
no
19. Are you concerned about your relative I s care after
the short term rehabilitation placement?
yes
no
20. What are your concerns? (please list)

2L. Please circle the number which best reflects your
feelings at the time of the admission of Your
relative to the short term rehabititation unit.
A

B

C

D

I felt that the hospitaf staff informed me of what
my relatj-ve I s needs were at the time of discharge.
12345
I felt I was informed hy the hospital staff of what
my relativers options were at the time of discharge.
12345

I felt involved in my relativers admission.
l-234
I felt comfortable with my relativers
12345

5

placement.

I felt supported by my family with the decision for
placement,
345
12

E

F

I felt
1234

guilty

about the placement.
5

I felt angry at my relativers need for placement.
l-2345
H
I felt down as a result of my relative t s need for
placement.
1234s
I I had difficulty accepting the rcle of decisi-on
maker for my relative.
l-2345
J I felt inadequate at not being ahle to provide care
for my relative at home.
12345
K
I fel-t I received aciequate informatj-on by the
Hillcrest staff at the time of admission.
12345
L I felt Iistened to by the staff at Hillcrest.
1
2345
M
I felt drained of energy at the time of admission.
12345
N
I felt frustrated. with the admission process.
12345
o I felt stressed out at the time of admission.
1234s
P
I felt resentful towards my family at the time of
admiss ion.
12345
Q. I fel"t stressed out around my rel"ative at the time
of admission.
12345
G

R

I fett isolated or alone at the time of admission,
12345

b

I

f

el-t at peace with the admission of my relative.

2345
T
I felt afraid of my relativers future.
1
2345
U
I felt hopeful for the future of my relative.
1
2345
V I feel responsible for my relatives future.
1
234s
22. Please circl-e what woul"d have made the experience of
your relative I s admission to the short term
rehahilitation unit more positive for you.
1

(1= SRONGLY DISAGREE.........

A

o.. r rS:STRONGLY

AGREE)

Attending an informat-ion session on the process of
placement, emotions experi-enced end community
resources avaiLabLe.

12345

B

Receiving inf ormation about Hil l- crest prior to
admission.

12345

(-

Receiving more information about HilJcrest on the
day of admission

L2345

D

Touring Hillcrest on the day of admission.
1

E

Rece

2

aA

6

iv ing l- iterature on your re J at ive I s d iagnos i s .

1

F

3

2

Vier,uing a video tape
relativets admission.

3

+

5

of f amily adj ustment to

a

12345

G

Receiving information on area support groups,

12345

H. Having the opportunity to speak r^rith f amily
of residents who reside at Hillcrest.
12345

memhers

I

J

K

Meeting as a family with your relative's sociaL
worker.

l-2345
Attending a support group for new families at
Hi1 lcrest .
12345

PLEASE LIST ADDITIONAL SERVICES WHICH YOU FEEL WOULD
ASSIST IN MAKING THE ADMISSION OF YOUR REI,ATTVE TO
HTLLCREST EASIER FOR YOU.

23. What was least helpful to you at the time of your
relativers admission to Hillcrest?

24. What was most helpful to you at the time of your
rel-ative I s admission to Hillcrest?

25. P1ease list any additional

comments you may have.

APPENDIX

Dear Caregiver

B

r

As a graduate student working on my masterts degree
in social work at Augsburg College in Minneapolis, I am
conducting a research study in which I wiII explore the
experi-ences and needs of caregivers who have had their
relatives admitted to the short term rehabilitation unit
of Hillcrest Hea1th Care and Retirement Center. The
purFose of my thesis is to gather information which will
enahle me to better understand the emotions experienced
and the needs identified by caregivers.
You are invited to participate in this study
hecause your relative has recently been admitted to the
short term rehabilitation unit of Hilfcrest. Your
decision of whether or not to participate is completely
voluntary and will not af feet you or you"r relativers
current or future relationship with Hillcrest or
Augsburg. If you agree to participate in this study, f
ask that you read this letter and complete the
guest j-onnaire . f f at any time you f ee1 uncomf ortable
with a guestion, you need not complete that guestion.
After you complete the questionnaire please return it, to
me in the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope.
The information which you provide on the
questionnaire is confidentiaL and anonymous. No
participant will be identifiable. The completed
questionnaires and records of this study wiLl be kept
private. The research records will be kept in a locked
fiLe. only myself and my thesis advisor will have
access to the questionnaires, The questionnaires will
be destroyed at the completion of this proj ect. After
my research is completed, f would be glad to share my
findings with interested participants.
Thank you for your consideration of participating
in this study. The quest j-onna j-re should take
approximately 20 minutes to complete. P1ease return the
questionnaire in the encfosed evelope to me by March 20,
L994.

Please feel free to contact me or my thesis
advisor, Dr. Sharon Patten (330-1723) with any

questions you may have.

S

incerely

,

Sandra G. Nelson
Masters of Social Work Graduate Student
Director of Social- Services
473-5456
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